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Overview 
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It is the “received view” in the literature that nominal arguments 

are base-generated lower than adjectives in the DP (e.g. Longobardi 

2001, Alexiadou et al. 2007, Longobardi & Silvestri 2013, amongst others). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The noun phrase is thus taken to closely parallel the clause. 

[DP D [GenP Gen [FP AP F* [α DPPOSS [ DPSUBJ [ DPOBJ ...N... ]]]]]] 

[adapted from Longobardi (2001)] 



Overview – My Aim 
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• I will use Italian as my case study. 

 

• I will focus on non-derived nominals (and R-nominals). The 

arguments of  deverbal AS-nominals, being introduced by verbal 

functional structure (cf. Borer 2013b), are expected to pattern 

differently.  

  

• I will argue that arguments (argumental modifiers) in the DP 

are Merged higher than adjectives (or rather, property 
modifiers) (cf. Adger 2013). 



Overview - A Terminological Note 

I will make the following distinction amongst nominal “modifiers”: 

 

• Argumental modifiers denote themes, agents/authors, and 
possessors. They are referential or quantificational and can antecede 
pronouns. 

 

• Property modifiers denote properties typically expressed by 
adjectives (e.g. material, origin, colour, size, etc...). I also include 
classificatory modifiers, which define subkinds of  the denotations 
of  the nouns they modify. 
 

(Cf. Kolliakou (1999) on individual-denoting and property-denoting expressions in French,  
Munn (1995) on Individual Genitives and Modificational Genitives in English, and Borer (2013a) 
on I-Constructs and M-Constructs in Hebrew.) 
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Overview - A Terminological Note 

The argumental vs. property distinction is semantic in nature and 

crosscuts surface syntactic categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This discussion will focus on argumental and property PPs 

introduced by di ‘of ’. 
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ARGUMENTAL 

MODIFIER 

PROPERTY  

MODIFIER 

PP la    casa    di  Maria          (Italian) 

the house of  Mary 

‘Mary’s house’ 

il     palazzo di cristallo           (Italian) 

the palace   of  crystal  

‘the crystal palace’ 

Adj(P) la   sua casa                       (Italian) 

the her house 

‘her house’ 

il     palazzo azzurro                (Italian) 

the palace   blue 

‘the blue palace’ 



Evidence from Word Order 
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The Neutral Order 

Postnominal modifiers can be split into three domains: 

 

 

 

 

 

Permutations of  the neutral order are possible, but associated either 

with focussing, or with an obligatorily restrictive interpretation, 

which, according to Cinque (2010), indicates that the relevant 

modifier is in fact a Reduced Relative Clause. 
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The Neutral Order 

Each of  these domains is sensitive to a hierarchy: the domain of  

adjectives and property  PPs to (a), that of  argumental PPs to (b). 
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I assume these hierarchies to indicate which modifiers Merge first. 

This means that, within each of  those three domains, modifiers that 

are base-generated lower appear further to the left than modifiers 

that are base-generated higher. 



Diagnosing Constituency 

Having established the neutral word order, I want to show that 

more peripheral modifiers are systematically structurally higher than 

modifiers linearly closer to the noun: 

 

 

[[[[[[ N0] AP] PPPROP LOW] PPPROP HIGH] PPARG LOW] PPARG HIGH] 

 

 

The rightward modifiers above can be derived by roll-up movement 

or some equivalent linearisation mechanism. 
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Diagnosing Constituency – Scope 

Scope-taking modifiers, such as presunto ‘alleged/putative’, can be 

an interesting tool to diagnose constituency. 
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It emerges that modifiers linearly closer to 

N0 (in the neutral word order) form a 

constituent with it to the exclusion of  

more peripheral modifiers. 

In particular, property PPs form 

a constituent with N0 to the 

exclusion of  argumental PPs. 



Diagnosing Constituency – Coordination 

Another diagnostic tool is DP-internal coordination, which is 

characterised by a single occurrence of  the article/demonstrative 

(D0) and a single referent. 
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• [ [ N0 PPPROP] & [ N0 PPPROP] ] PPARG 

is fully grammatical. 

 

• [ [N0 PPARG] & [N0 PPARG] ] PPPROP  

is ungrammatical (unless PPPROP can 

be interpreted as a reduced  

relative clause). 



Diagnosing Constituency – Ellipsis  

NP-Ellipsis data can also be used to confirm the same 

constituency relations.  

 

In particular, the position of   

argumental modifiers is higher than that of 

property modifiers at the relevant 

derivational stage. 
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Interim Summary 

I have argued that the Italian postnominal modifiers considered 

have the linear order and hierarchical structure below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modifiers that are linearly closer to the noun are also structurally 

lower, while modifiers that are linearly more peripheral are 

structurally higher. 
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Interim Summary 

If  modifiers are base-generated in their surface position, it can be 

immediately concluded that property modification takes place lower 

than argument introduction in the DP. 

 

However, I have not excluded the possibility that the surface order 

is derived by movement operations, as in Kayne’s (2000, 2005) 

approach.  

 

This possibility raises the concern that the relative structural height 

of  property and argumental PPs in their surface position might be 

the reverse of  their relative structural height in their Merge 

position. 
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Evidence from “Truncated” Structures 



Evidence from “Truncated” Structures 

In structures where less than a full DP is projected,  it is often the 

case that property modifiers are allowed, while argumental 

modifiers are excluded. 

 

• Pseudo-partitive structures, which, unlike partitive ones, only 

contain a sublayer of  the DP (cf. Alexiadou et al. 2007, Rutkowski 2007). 

 

• Complements of  classificatory (property) PPs headed by di 

‘of ’. 

 

•Complements of  material (property) PPs headed by di ‘of ’. 
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Evidence from “Truncated” Structures 

The fact that argumental modifiers are out when only a sublayer of  

the DP is projected suggests that they are introduced (and licensed) 

higher in the DP. 

 

Crucially, the ungrammaticality of  arguments in “truncated” 

structures cannot be attributed to a mere failure to license them, 

because the licensing  mechanism of  “di/of-phrase formation” is in 

fact available. It must derive from a failure to introduce them. 
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Conclusion 

I have argued that property modifiers and argumental modifiers are 

Merged in different domains in the DP.  

In particular, property modifiers are Merged lower. 
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Thank you! 
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Appendix: The adjective finto ‘fake’ 



Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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Care should be taken to rule out 

the possibility that an “NP-shell” 

structure might also be available, 

as Belk & Neeleman (2015) 

suggest. 

 

(Belk & Neeleman’s (2015) discussion, 

however, focuses on the contrast between AP 

and PP modifiers, which is possibly tangential 

to my discussion.) 

 



Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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Finto ‘fake’ is a scope-taking 

adjective that can, unlike presunto 

‘alleged’, occur both to the left of  

the noun and to its right, 

interleaved with the other 

postnominal modifiers. 

 

When finto is postnominal, the 

restrictions on its scopal 

interpretations would be 

unexpected if  an NP-shell 

structure was available. 



Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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a. the jewel of  amber fake of-the queen 

 

b. ?the jewel of  amber of-the queen fake 

 

c. the jewel fake of  amber of-the queen 

a. the jewel of  amber fake of-the queen 

 

b. ?the jewel of  amber of-the queen fake 

 

c. the jewel fake of  amber of-the queen 

il gioiello (finto) di ambra (finto) de-lla regina (finto) 

the jewel (fake) of amber (fake) of-the queen (fake) 

‘the Queen’s fake amber jewel’ 



Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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In the sequences: 

 

(i) N0 > PPPROP > finto > PPARG 

(ii) N0 > PPPROP > PPARG > finto 

(iii) N0 > finto > PPPROP > PPARG 

 

finto obligatorily takes scope 

leftwards (or, for some speakers, 

over the noun only). 



Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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Appx. – The adjective finto ‘fake’ 
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The fact that finto ‘fake’ 

obligatorily scopes to its left is at 

odds with the putative possibility 

of  an NP-shell derivation for the 

linear string N0 PPPROP PPARG. 

 

It is, however, fully compatible 

with the account of  the Italian 

word order suggested in this talk. 


